was an old English
samanv and a deck
captain wrote of late
that lost his ship
and returned now
home ward with his
family consisting
in his wife and two
little children.
The first cabin con
victed of two men
of no profession or
place of
for a general away
during the day, while
the other cabinets
were comfortble the
first apartments
are astronomy
were arranged along the
walls and one above
another. No sooner
had we entered the
cabin that marked
the late assigned to
us, at a well prepa
dinner of five dishes
was served and two
hours afterwards a
comfortable supper.
On the 2 October in
the morning of our
0 clock I was called
from my sleep by
the noise cause by
the winding up
of the anchor chain
and soon afterwards
the sickness of the
water moved by
the waves of the storm
announced to me
our departure from
Constant. I got up
at 6 o'clock, or
getting on deck C had
already set a course
ahead the west of us.